The only pathway that pays for itself...

is the only logical choice.
Make the Smart Choice.
EZ-Path® saves time, money, and resources by removing ongoing downstream costs.

Only EZ-Path® helps you avoid citations and costs associated with non-compliance. Other sleeves require constant upkeep, ongoing maintenance, and inspection to ensure compliance.

You can never be certain that other sleeves have been activated, plugs and putty have been replaced, or that they have been properly sealed to meet codes. And now that The Joint Commission mandates 60 DAY RFIs (Requirements for Improvement) for survey deficiencies—ongoing code compliance is more important than ever.

Most cable penetrations were found to be out of compliance except for EZ-Path®.

Global Fire Protection
Inspections Department

EZ-Path® Fire-Rated Pathways do not require regular maintenance...

Evaluation Service Report
Underwriters Laboratory

Annual inspection and maintenance of firestop systems is required by code.

Only EZ-Path® is Maintenance-Free.


Unlike other sleeves, EZ-Path® has no moving parts and requires no action to activate the internal sealing mechanism—making it the only rated firestop device that is compliant right out of the box.

*www.stifirestop.com/esr
Other sleeves incur enormous ongoing costs over the lifecycle of the building.

**Only EZ-Path® Pays for Itself.**

EZ-Path® offers the ultimate in flexibility and can virtually eliminate fines due to non-compliance, increasing your savings over and over again. **EZ-Path** is a fully sustainable cable pathway solution for the lifetime of your building.

- Ends downstream maintenance & inspection costs
- Eliminates ongoing fire & smoke sealing costs
- Allows remote cable pulls through multiple barriers
- Reduces unnecessary trips above the ceiling
- Limits liability & decreases exposure to pathogens

"After installation there are no moving parts to remain compliant."

Ray Miller
Director of Facilities Management / EOC Safety Officer
Methodist and Methodist Children’s Hospital

"Over its lifecycle, EZ-Path® pays for itself many times over."

Jeff Combs
Fire Marshal
Major U.S. Medical System
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"Savings!"

**Ongoing Lifecycle Costs**

**Other Sleeves**

**EZ-Path® Savings!**

**Lifecycle Cost Comparison**
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**EZ-Path® is always compliant.**
EZPath®
FIRE RATED PATHWAY

▷ Are Maintenance-Free
▷ Are Always Compliant
▷ Pay for Themselves

Discover the entire family of
EZPath®
RATED & NON-RATED PATHWAYS

RFG1 1 cable  RFG2 2 cable  Series 22  Series 33  Series 44+

Charge protector for overfilled sleeves

NEZ33/ NEZ33-W Smoke-rated wall pathway
NEZ33CK2 Smoke-rated ceiling pathway

Specified Technologies Inc. stifirestop.com
For more information visit www.stifirestop.com/ez-path/ or contact your local sales representative at 800-992-1180.